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We summarize in this short note our understanding of 

what happened at OpenAI since Friday and give a 

framework to understand implications for Microsoft and 

beyond. 

 

The facts 

When founded in 2015, OpenAI was meant, according to 

its charter, to “avoid enabling uses of AI or AGI that 

harm humanity or unduly concentrate power”1. It was 

designed as a non-profit organization, controlled by a 

board, under the best (but naive) intentions of 

developing AI carefully, away from the pressure of 

profit-seeking vilains. The main underlying ideology was 

that people developing AI at the bleeding edge had to 

be very careful about alignment (making sure AI has 

good “intentions”), before releasing it for public use.  

In 2019, under the pragmatic leadership of Sam Altman, 

and realizing that developing AI requires colossal 

financial means, mostly to be spent on Nvidia GPUs, 

OpenAI went, in broad daylight, into the most absurd 

direction of keeping its non-profit status but welcoming 

investors in a for-profit subsidiary… fully controlled by 

OpenAI and its board. In 2019, Ilya Sutskever, the chief 

scientific officer of OpenAI and the leader of Friday’s 

coup, said in a documentary in 2019: “It is pretty likely 

that the entire surface of the earth will be covered with 

solar panels and datacenters”. You need money to do 

that, and non-profit is not the best way to get money.  

 
1 https://openai.com/charter 

In the last 8 months, 3 members of the board of 

directors of OpenAI (out of 9) resigned, for various 

reasons, which, in our view, all boiled down to the same 

underlying root issue: The non-profit setup doesn’t 

make sense here. Reid Hoffman went to found his own 

AI startup, Shivon Zilis probably wondered what she had 

to do with the whole thing if Elon Musk was not involved 

anymore, and Will Hurd went back to real politics.  

In recent months, tensions, which had built up for years, 

between “pragmatics” who wanted to build commercial 

momentum and scale over OpenAI technological 

achievements, and “prudents”, who didn’t want 

commercial consideration to interfere with their fear of 

misalignment, escalated, to the point that out of the 

remaining 6 members of the board, on Friday, 4 ousted 

the other 2, Sam Altman and Greg Brockman, who were 

working hard at raising capital at an $80-90bn 

valuation, around three times the one of the last round2.  

On Saturday, 3 senior OpenAI researchers resigned, and 

the press came out with reports that the OpenAI board 

was engaging with Sam Altman to reinstate him. 

As we write these lines, the story is still unfolding, to our 

greatest delight! For what happens in the next few hours 

and implications, see our analysis on the next page. 

 

 

2 WSJ reported details of the latest discussions in September.  
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Our analysis 

Open AI, as it existed on Thursday, is dead. 

We are surprised to be alone in noting the preposterous 

contradiction underpinning OpenAI: four individuals 

with absolute unconstrained power over an 

organization owning the most advanced AI technology 

and defending in its charter that it is meant to avoid 

enabling AI or AGI that unduly concentrates power.  

This model, now that its implications are clear for all to 

see, is untenable. Our expectation is that either the 

quartet will be forced to resign, or OpenAI staff will run 

away, and the quartet will be left by themselves.    

 

What caused the coup? 

Speculations on that front have been wild in the last 36 

hours, from: “they have nailed AGI and disagree over 

what to do with it”, down to “it is an immature board, 

prone to factionalism”. 

Our view, supported by an extensive review of what 

people close to the situation have said in the last few 

weeks, is that tensions grew over the pace at which Sam 

was pushing the deployment of more advanced 

products. It frustrated those keen to preserve resources 

for research, especially alignment research, as OpenAI 

became severely constrained in terms of compute 

capacity, after the product launched at the recent 

DevDay event. These tensions likely resulted in 

frustrating communications and Sam making some 

operational decisions without keeping the board fully 

aware. The coup, and the sibylline associated blog post, 

about Sam not being “consistently candid in his 

communications with the board, hindering its ability to 

exercise its responsibilities” resulted from this situation.  

We would note a few important views underpinning this 

view. 

First, the above is very consistent with what we know of 

human nature. The quartet was left with unreasonable 

power, and very limited visibility and glamor, compared 

to Sam. Only very few individuals can resist that type of 

dissonance. It had to happen, in the lexical field of Star 

Wars, we call that falling to the dark side of the force.  

Second, human nature, again, tends to imagine the 

wildest reality, when reality is not visible. (This is the root 

cause of all conspiracy theories.) It is tempting to 

imagine OpenAI on the brink of an inflection point or 

other singularity, in terms of product development, but 

it is, based on what we know from publicly available 

information, objectively unlikely.  

 

Microsoft is at risk. 

The OpenAI deal was transformative for Microsoft and 

propelled the company to the forefront of the 

generative AI revolution. We find the OpenAI-Microsoft 

relationship very powerful: OpenAI has the most 

advanced generative AI technology, and Microsoft has 

the most interesting product portfolio, when it comes to 

tangible, near-term monetization of generative AI. A 

winning partnership, no doubt. 

The only issue is the non-profit status of OpenAI and the 

risk it represents to Microsoft. As the board of OpenAI 

controls the non-profit and the for-profit entities, it 

controls collaboration with Microsoft, and therefore the 

future of Microsoft.  

Microsoft has to act now to ensure this structural risk is 

removed. This reality must be already fully understood 

by management, who, we imagine, are actively 

engaged in current negotiations. Investors owning 

Microsoft should forget about the delusion of what the 

value of a stake in the for-profit OpenAI could be, and 

carefully monitor that Microsoft eliminates its 

dependency on the non-profit board. Now is the time to 

address this issue! 

 

What does this tell us about the future of AI? 

The ambition to develop AI as a non-profit in order to 

control its inherent risks is naive. It can only grow in the 

mind of people who have not witnessed the reality of 

non-profit organizations, which are, from a governance 

standpoint, the most recklessly “political”, in the most 

negative sense of the term: a fight for the maximization 

of individual power.  

If AI technology is kept inside a non-profit controlled by 

a board of four, it is bad. For instance, alignment 

matters would be controlled only by these four people. 

If AGI is achieved within that institutional structure, it 

can only end in a totalitarian way, as these four people 

would decide what is good and what is bad. AGI 

alignment, if not public and transparent, is totalitarian. 

Our view is that events of the last few days will make 

these realities clearer to everybody and hopefully lead 

to a healthy competitive and transparent market, in 

which pressure to open-source will increase, and 

regulation efforts fructify over time – We all know 
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regulation never comes ahead of the curve, and we 

have to live with that other anthropological reality. 

Our conviction is that this development is a good thing, 

on two counts. 

First, it is the best way to make AI safe. At the end of the 

day, AI is a tool, or, when it comes to detrimental use, a 

weapon. Anyone understands a weapon is most 

dangerous if only one side of a conflict has it. If it is 

widely available, it deters everybody from using it. It 

ought to be the same for AI, oughtn’t it?  

Second, it is the best way to make AI successful. As 

pressure mounts to make AI competitive (non-

monopolistic) and open-source, it appears obvious that 

it will accelerate its developments. We cannot find a 

single technology which, being developed both in an 

open, transparent, competitive environment, and in a 

closed, non-profit environment, did better in the latter. 

The invisible hand is still at work, even more so for AI. 

 

Covering the earth with datacenters and solar panels. 

Last but not least, and what matters the most to our 

coverage universe: developments of the last few days 

are excellent for datacenter spending.  

Between 1960 and 1973, the US spent the equivalent of 

~$20bn per year in today’s value of the currency3 on the 

Apollo program. This was the cost to conquer the moon. 

Microsoft alone will likely spend over $50bn in capex 

per year in the foreseeable future to conquer 

generative AI. We are witnessing the largest-scale 

investment humanity has ever made in a new 

technological frontier.  

As technology business leaders digest the events of the 

last few days, they will understand the importance of 

avoiding any excessive dependency in the world of AI, 

and this will inevitably lead to a multiplication of 

investments in infrastructure. 

Ilya, the one willing to slow the adoption of AI, might be 

looking for a new job on Monday morning, and in 

addition, there is one thing he nevertheless said in 2019: 

“It is pretty likely that the entire surface of the earth will 

be covered with solar panels and datacenters.” 

The root causes of the dispute and the coup are also 

telling. In the last few weeks, OpenAI, after announcing 

a few new products at their DevDay event, ran out of 

compute capacity. We have all seen orders at Nvidia 

and Broadcom for AI chips going through the roof, but 

we are still dealing with a situation where compute is 

vastly running behind. 

In our coverage universe, most reliable and sustainable 

long-term beneficiaries are key franchises and near-

monopolistic suppliers of the datacenter infrastructure 

value chain: Semicap manufacturers (see exhibit 1 for 

an analysis on how much a 1% increase in A.I. server 

penetration adds to WFE spending), TSMC, Nvidia, 

Arista, Broadcom, Intel, AMD (see our work on AI 

clusters deployment for more details), and Micron are 

the most obvious names, but we would highlight also 

those exposed to power semis: in our coverage, Infineon 

and Wolfspeed. 

Outside of our coverage, most notable names we have 

considered in our research are other memory 

manufacturers Hynix and Samsung, Marvell as an 

alternative to Broadcom for custom silicon and 

networking silicon, Accton for networking, Coherent for 

optical components.

 

 
3 The United States spent $25.8 billion on Project Apollo between 

1960 and 1973, or approximately $257 billion when adjusted for 

inflation to 2020 dollars. 

https://www.newstreetresearch.com/research/who-can-afford-that-many-ai-clusters-conference-call-slides/
https://www.newstreetresearch.com/research/who-can-afford-that-many-ai-clusters-conference-call-slides/
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Ex 1 – A 1% increase in AI server penetration results in $1.5bn incremental WFE spending 

 

Source: Intel, Nvida, SK Hynix, Micron and NSR estimates and analysis.                                      * KWSPM = Thousand Wafer Starts Per Month 
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